TEMPLATE 3 – OTM-R Checklist
Case number: 2019IT385374
Name Organisation under review: Ca' Foscari University of Venice
Organisation’s contact details: Monica Gussoni – Human Resources Area Director
Submission date: 17/04/2019
Date endorsement charter and code: 12/11/ 2015
A specific self-assessment checklist is provided for Open, Transparent and Merit-Based Recruitment (OTM-R). Please report on the status of
achievement, also detail on the indicators and the form of measurement used.
OTM-R checklist for organisations
Open

Transparent

Meritbased

Answer:
++ Yes, completely
+/-Yes,
substantially
-/+ Yes, partially
-- No

*Suggested indicators (or form of measurement)

x

x

x

+/- Yes,
substantially

2. Do we have an internal guide setting out
clear OTM-R procedures and practices for all
types of positions?

x

x

x

+/- Yes,
substantially

3. Is everyone involved in the process
sufficiently trained in the area of OTM-R?

x

x

x

-/+ Yes, partially

Significant elements of the University policy exist and
have already been published in English. E.G. the
Regulations concerning the recruitment of fixed-term
researchers and those concerning recruitment of
professors. Approval of the University Policy is
expected by 2021.
The University has regulations relating to the various
types of personnel, based on current Italian legislation,
published on the website
https://www.unive.it/pag/10542/
All personnel are informed of the Action Plan that has
been adopted by the University in line with the HRS4R.
A specific training course regarding OTM-R will also be
included in the University Plan.

OTM-R system
1. Have we published a version of our OTM-R
policy online (in the national language and in
English)?

1

4. Do we make (sufficient) use of e-recruitment
tools?

x

x

++ Yes, completely

5. Do we have a quality control system for
OTM-R in place?
6. Does our current OTM-R policy encourage
external candidates to apply?

x

x

x

No

x

x

x

++ Yes, completely

7. Is our current OTM-R policy in line with
policies to attract researchers from abroad?

x

x

x

++ Yes, completely

R1 to R4 researchers (PhD students, research grant
holders, fixed-term researchers and professors) apply
for a job position exclusively through a web tool.
It will be prepared together with the adoption of the
University Policy on OTM-R
The academic positions’ calls for researchers (R1-R4)
are not only advertised on the University website but
also on the Ministry website, in the Italian Official
Gazette, on the Euraxess website. The calls for
admission to the doctorate (R1) are published as well
on dedicated platforms such as ALMALAUREA.IT
https://www.almalaurea.it/, MASTERSTUDIES.COM
https://www.masterstudies.com/ and
ACADEMICS.COM https://www.academics.com/ and
other portals / social networks used by the University.
The calls for researchers (R2), in specific cases, are also
published on the LinkedIn page
https://it.linkedin.com/ of the university or through
sponsored job posting. The calls for the recruitment of
fixed-term researchers, both tenured and untenured,
associate and full professors (R2-R4) are also
published on internationally relevant platforms such
as: ACADEMIC POSITION
https://academicpositions.com/ UNIVERSITY
POSITIONS https://www.universitypositions.eu/
JOBS.AC.UK https://www.jobs.ac.uk/ CHRONICLE
VITAE https://chroniclevitae.com/ In addition to these,
the Departments can choose specific sites on which to
publish the calls.
This is one of the guiding criteria established by the
University Quality Policies Document
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1JIiZTEAxDSZk9NOV
JENVNDV1k/view of the 04/07/2018 (p. 18). In the

2

8. Is our current OTM-R policy in line with
policies to attract underrepresented groups?

x

x

x

+/- Yes,
substantially

2016-2020 University Strategic Plan
https://www.unive.it/pag/18737/, there is also a
specific action point (3.1) regarding the recruitment of
at least 2-4 international researchers every year. 30%
of the resources dedicated annually to the recruitment
of professors and researchers are exclusively
dedicated to staff who are external to the University.
In 2018 Ca’ Foscari allocated € 1.200.000,00 for the
SPIN initiative - Supporting Principal INvestigators. Ca’
Foscari has also activated a specific “Brain Gain
Program” with the additional support of a Search
Committee to select and hire, including with a direct
call, ERC winners as associate professors (R3) and full
professors (R4). Ca' Foscari has been the leading
university in Italy since 2014 in terms Marie S. Curie
Individual Fellowships awarded. With 19 fellowships
won in the 2018 call, Ca’ Foscari has not only bested
its own record in Italy, but it has also managed to
move up in European rankings, leaping to the 6th
place in Europe. MSCA Global Fellowships winners are
then employed as research fellows or tenured
researchers leading, 3 years after, to a position of
associate professor. (R2). Ca' Foscari also recruits the
winners of the “Rita Levi Montalcini” programme as
tenured term researchers (R2). The University
advertises the calls for applications on the Euraxess
website and publishes several calls for international
researchers (see point 6)
The University has a strong Ethical Code
https://www.unive.it/pag/8162: Art. 1: "Ca' Foscari
undertakes to guarantee equal treatment and
protection for all against direct and indirect
discrimination, be it related to religion, gender, sexual
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9. Is our current OTM-R policy in line with
policies to provide attractive working
conditions for researchers?

x

x

10. Do we have means to monitor whether the
most suitable researchers apply?

Advertising and application phase
11. Do we have clear guidelines or templates
(e.g., EURAXESS) for advertising positions?
12. Do we include in the job advertisement
references/links to all the elements foreseen in
the relevant section of the toolkit?

x

+/- Yes,
substantially

+/- Yes,
substantially

x

x

++ Yes, completely

x

x

+/- Yes,
substantially

orientation, the exercise of freedom of conscience,
opinion, free speech and personal convictions, physical
appearance and colour of the skin, language, ethnic
origins, belonging to national minorities, citizenship,
social, personal and health conditions, pregnancy,
family choices, age."
All national and university regulations are consistent
with the objective of minimizing the risk of
discrimination of any kind.
In 2019 the University has 9 professors who hold an
ERC grant and 24 holders of a Marie Curie Individual
Fellowship, as well as the 15 new researchers who
have chosen Ca' Foscari as a host institution in 2018.
Ca' Foscari is the top host institution in Italy and
ranked sixth in Europe in terms of Marie S. Curie
Fellowships, with 19 new grants awarded in 2019.
The evaluation commissions use specific checklists
that are predefined and linked to the recruitment
regulations, thereby ensuring compliance with
requirements and an assessment of the candidates
that is as objective as possible. Candidates are invited
to send a motivational letter with their application
form in which they can further explain their attitudes
and their scientific objectives. Finally, there is
continuous monitoring through the evaluation of the
scientific and teaching activity carried out by the
researchers as required by the University regulations.
There are standardized guidelines and formats for all
the various selections.
There are standardized guidelines and formats for all
the various selections.
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13. Do we make full use of EURAXESS to ensure
our research vacancies reach a wider
audience?
14. Do we make use of other job advertising
tools?

x

x

++Yes, completely

x

x

++Yes, completely

15. Do we keep the administrative burden to a
minimum for the candidate?

x

Selection and evaluation phase
16. Do we have clear rules governing the
appointment of selection committees?

++Yes, completely

x

x

++ Yes, completely

17. Do we have clear rules concerning the
composition of selection committees?

x

x

++Yes, completely

18. Are the committees sufficiently genderbalanced?

x

x

Yes, substantially

The calls for applications for R1-R4 researchers have
been published on Euraxess since 2011 (100% of the
calls).(see p. 6, 7 and 9).
In addition to the University website, the Ministry
(Miur) website, the Official Gazette and Euraxess, the
notices are also published on the following sites:
ACADEMIC POSITION https://academicpositions.com/
UNIVERSITY POSITIONS
https://www.universitypositions.eu/
JOBS.AC.UK https://www.jobs.ac.uk/
CHRONICLE VITAE https://chroniclevitae.com/
In addition, the Departments may choose additional
sites where the notices are published.
The University reduces administrative burden for
candidates asking only what is strictly needed to
comply with the current Italian legislation. The whole
application process is done through the university web
based recruitment portal.
The rules for the composition and appointment of
committees are predefined in the University
Regulations, published online and referred to in the
selection calls. The composition of the commissions,
once appointed, is always published online.
The rules for the composition and appointment of
committees are predefined in the University
Regulations, published online and referred to in the
selection calls. The composition of the commissions,
once appointed, is always published online.
The national legislation for the entire public sector
requires that the commissions of the least represented
gender cannot be less than 30% (article 57, paragraph
1, letter (a) and paragraph 1-bis, legislative decree
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19. Do we have clear guidelines for selection
committees which help to judge ‘merit’ in a
way that leads to the best candidate being
selected?

x

++Yes, completely

165/2001 and subsequent modifications).
Committees are then composed by not less than 30%
of female members.
All the University regulations specify that the
committees must identify the best candidate. The
selection criteria are predefined both nationally and
locally and are aimed at identifying scientific
excellence in an objective way.

Appointment phase
20. Do we inform all applicants at the end of
the selection process?

x

++Yes, completely

21. Do we provide adequate feedback to
interviewees?

x

++Yes, completely

22. Do we have an appropriate complaints
mechanism in place?

x

++Yes, completely

The University publishes all the reports relating to the
R1-R4 selection procedures on the institutional
website.
Furthermore, the research grant holders selected
through the SPIN call receive the external referees’
evaluation reports.
All the reports related to the selection procedures are
published on the institutional website. The
proceedings contain the criteria, the assessment
methods and the results for each candidate. Everyone
can access the records of the procedure online.
Everyone (whether candidates or not) has the right to
access the documents that are not already published
on the website. The procedures for any "complaints"
are clearly specified in the selection notices and in the
final approval statement.

Overall assessment
23. Do we have a system in place to assess
whether OTM-R delivers on its objectives?

No

The adoption of a periodic monitoring system is being
taken into consideration . An "audit" system may also
be introduced.
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